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TIC-CD for NinjaTrader 7+ 

October 19
th

 2010  version 1.0 

 
Thank you for using this software from the London Traders & Investors Club. It was developed in 

2010 by Wessel de Roode, M.Sc, a trader and programmer. This disk contains a trading system 

discussed at October 19th 2010. The disk also contains UK stock lists special for the YAHOO free 

datafeed of the FTSE ready for usages with NinjaTrader 7+ 

 

This disk is designed for use with NinjaTrader 7 and above. You must be a licensed or free user of 

NinjaTrader software to use this disk.  

 

A cost-efficient approach is to start using free end-of-day data sources and upgrade to a paid real-

time as you progress. You may also use one of the compatible brokers that provide intraday data. 

One example would be a combination of real-time intraday quotes from Interactive Brokers and the 

historic end of day datafeed from Kinetick.  Becoming a licensed user (buying NinjaTrader) will add 

the ability to place live orders in the market through one of the compatible brokers. 
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There is a time to go long, a time to go short, and a time to go fishing 
Jesse Livermore, 7/26/1877 — 11/28/1940
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Installation 

Installing the indicators 
Insert the TIC-disk into your CD drive.  

 

Open the File Menu and select ―Utilities‖ and then the menu item ―Import NinjaScript…‖ 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You will get a warning pop-up on your screen, asking whether the NinjaScript Archive File is from a 

trusted source.  Click the [Yes] button 

 

 

 

In the new window, press the Browse button and navigate to your CD drive.  

Select the Indicator ―TIC_CDv1.zip‖ and press  
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It is possible that during the import NinjaTrader may ask whether it should overwrite files already on your 

PC – answer NO, as explained below.  

 

 

 

This will occur for the following files during the import: 

1. Indicator/@EMA.cs  Press NO – not to overwrite this file on your PC 

2. Indicator/@MACD.cs  Press NO – not to overwrite this file on your PC 

3. Indicator/@StdDev.cs  Press NO – not to overwrite this file on your PC 

4. Indicator/@SMA.cs  Press NO – not to overwrite this file on your PC 

If these filenames start with an @ like in the picture above, select NO for ―don’t overwrite the existing 

file on your PC.‖ 

 

If the files start with ―Indicator/TIC_*‖, YES, they should be overwritten to upgrade them to the latest 

version. 

When the import is finished, you will see the following pop-up: 

 

 

 

 

Click OK. 

 

 

 

Congratulations, you have successfully installed your TIC-disk indicator code. 

mailto:Indicator/@EMA.cs
mailto:Indicator/@MACD.cs
mailto:Indicator/@StdDev.cs
mailto:Indicator/@SMA.cs
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Installing the TIC-disk templates and workspace 
NinjaTrader templates and workspaces allow you to streamline charting and scanning instead of custom-

building each and every chart or scanner.  

To install the templates and the workspace, you need to copy them into the ―NinjaTrader 7‖ directories –

Follow these steps to copy the CD directories into the ―NinjaTrader 7‖ directory: 

1. Open a new file explorer and open the directory on your PC  

2. The directory  should contain a directory called ―NinjaTrader 7‖ 

If your PC has Ninja in a different directory, browse until you find it 

3. Open another file explorer and browse your CD 

4. Now hold down the [SHIFT] key and click both directories ―templates‖ and ―workspaces‖ on 

your CD.  Release the [SHIFT] key – both directories should be colored (meaning they are 

selected), just like on the picture below. 

5. After you release the [SHIFT] key, click on the selected directories and hold down the left mouse 

button.  Drag the two folders and drop them on top of the ―Ninja 7 directory‖ and release the 

mouse button again. 

 
6. The files will be copied now. A popup windows might warn you that the folders ―Templates,‖ 

―Charts,‖ and ―Workspaces‖ already exist.  Answer ―Yes to All‖ to this question to update these 

folders. 

 

Congratulations! You’ve successfully installed your TIC workspace and templates! 
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Installing the TIC-disk stock lists 
Follow the steps below: 
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Press load. This will take a couple of minutes before it’s finished. 

Now we can use these created lists in the Market Analyzer 
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Link your charts and the market analyzer together by the same color using the Link button on the 

window. NOTE!!! It can easily take over 30 minutes to scan all the FTSE stocks!!! 
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Loading the predefined Work Space 
 

 

 

Select the TIC_Wessel workspace. The other workspaces are not available 

 

Press OK, and the following Workspace should as displayed on the next page 
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